**Description**

Mi-Wave’s 267 Series Omni-directional Antennas have been designed to be used in wide angle applications.

Please consult Mi-Wave for other available beamwidths.

**Applications**

- Surveillance
- Network Broadcast and Receiving Systems
- RF Probes

- Low VSWR
- Wide Bandwidths
- 360 degree Azimuth Beamwidths
- Variable Elevation Beamwidths
- 45 Degree Typical

---

**Ordering Information**

**267**

Specify Flange
(See Appendix A)

Specify RF Band Designator
(Ku, K, A, B, U, E, W, F, D, G)

**Order Example:**

Model number 267A-35/599 is an Omni Antenna operating in A-band at 35 GHz with a circular polarization capability.

---

Consult Mi-Wave for complete dimensional outline for the application and specifications required.